Civil Asset Forfeiture

Civil asset forfeiture allows the government to
seize cash, cars, real estate, or other property
suspected of being connected to criminal activity.
In civil forfeiture actions the property itself, rather
than an individual, is believed to be connected to a
crime.1 In fact, under federal law (as well many
state laws) property can be seized and forfeited
even when criminal charges are never filed against
a property owner, as is the case in a staggering
80% of civil asset forfeitures.2 By contrast,
criminal forfeitures occur against a person after
conviction for an underlying criminal offense.

Civil Asset Forfeiture and the War on Drugs
Prior to the initiation of the war on drugs, civil asset
forfeiture was a rarely used legal mechanism. The
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control
Act of 1970, however, authorized the government to
seize and forfeit drugs and drug equipment.3 Though
initially limited to actual contraband, as the
commitment to the war on drugs increased, so did the
reach of civil asset forfeiture. Congress expanded the
range of property subject to forfeiture to include
money, securities, and other proceeds traceable to
drug transactions in 19784 and to real property in
1984,5 and, in 1986, Congress authorized seizure of
property equal in value to forfeitable property that is no
longer available or accessible.6 Cash, bank accounts,
jewelry, cars, boats, airplanes, businesses, houses,
and land all became fair game.
In 1984, Congress also allowed federal law
enforcement agencies to retain the proceeds from
asset forfeitures in a specially-created Department of
Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund to be used exclusively
for law enforcement, rather than requiring these assets
to be deposited in the Treasury’s General Fund.7 At

the same time, Congress initiated a federal “equitable
sharing” program that authorized state law
enforcement to: (1) turn seized assets over to the
Justice Department for federal “adoption” of the
property, and (2) participate in joint investigations with
federal agencies and benefit from federal forfeitures.
Under so-called adoptive forfeitures, local agencies get
back up to 80 percent of the assets’ value, a
substantially higher proportion than is allowed under
many state forfeiture laws.8
In January 2015, then-Attorney General Holder issued
an order to halt the practice of adoptive forfeitures.
However, joint investigative forfeitures — which
account for a vast majority of equitable sharing and
whereby the proceeds of the forfeiture are divided
based on each agency’s role in the investigation —
and are left untouched by the new policy.
Given the stricter asset forfeiture standards of many
state laws, the equitable sharing program creates
compelling incentives for state and local agencies to
bypass state laws and work with federal agencies to
receive the benefit of federal forfeiture standards.
Seized funds are subject to relatively little oversight
and can be used for, among other things, payments for
law enforcement equipment, weapons, salaries and
overtime, training, expenses for travel, informant
reward money, and detention facilities.9

In 1986, the second year after the creation of the
Department of Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund, the
Fund took in $93.7 million in proceeds from
forfeited assets.10 As of 2013, the Fund topped
$4.2 billion—a record.11
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Federal civil forfeiture legislation has been replicated
across the country in the form of state forfeiture laws.
Today, only nine states bar the use of state forfeiture
proceeds by law enforcement.12 In the other 41 states,
at least 50 percent goes to law enforcement, and in 25
states, it is 100 percent.13
One consequence of the changes in forfeiture laws is
the dramatic increase of forfeiture activity that took
place in their wake. In 1986, the second year after the
creation of the Department of Justice Assets Forfeiture
Fund, the Fund took in $93.7 million in proceeds from
forfeited assets.14 As of 2013, the Fund topped $4.2
billion—a record.15 The potential for law enforcement
agencies to profit from the assets they seize is
accordingly tremendous.

significantly increase forfeiture production to
reach our budget target. Every effort must be
made to increase forfeiture income . . . .”21 A more
recent study found that of the 770 police managers
and executives surveyed, a full 40 percent considered
civil asset forfeiture to be “necessary as a budget
supplement.”22 The result is that law enforcement
over-enforces crimes that carry the possibility of
forfeiture (most predominately minor drug offenses) to
the neglect of other, more important law enforcement
objectives that actually impact public safety. Indeed,
research has shown that in states where agencies get
to keep the lion’s share of forfeiture proceeds, drug
arrests constitute a significantly higher percentage of
all arrests.23 Ultimately, despite its wholesale and
recognized failure, the drug war is perpetuated in the
name of profit.

Problems with Civil Asset Forfeiture
Civil asset forfeiture raises several important legal and
public policy concerns.
Violations of Constitutional Rights: Civil asset
forfeiture imposes a degree of punishment
associated with a criminal proceeding, without the
constitutional protections guaranteed by a criminal
trial. In civil proceedings, the government usually only
needs to prove the property’s connection to alleged
criminal activity by a mere “preponderance of
evidence” standard, rather than the “beyond a
reasonable doubt” standard used in criminal cases.16
Moreover, there is no presumption of innocence,17 no
right to an attorney,18 and no hearsay objection. Few
property owners, especially low-income individuals,
can meet the burdens of civil forfeiture proceedings
and often do not challenge seizures of their property.19
Further, to the extent the government pursues both
civil and criminal actions, it may violate the double
jeopardy clause of the Fifth Amendment because
criminal courts do not factor into the sentencing
calculus the loss suffered from the forfeiture action and
are accordingly inflicting punishing on offenders
twice.20
Perverse Incentives: Law enforcement agencies
have increasingly turned to asset seizures to
compensate for budgetary shortfalls, at the
expense of other criminal justice goals. This
“policing for profit” is no secret. In 1990, for example,
the U.S. Attorney General openly stated: “We must

“Equitable Sharing” Loophole: With equitable sharing,
state law enforcement can bypass more restrictive
state laws and turn over seized assets to the federal
government, or they may seize them jointly with federal
officers. The property is then subject to federal civil
forfeiture law—not state law. As noted above, state
agencies then often receive a significantly higher
percentage of the seized asset proceeds than they
would under state forfeiture laws. Thus, the equitable
sharing loophole provides a way for state and local law
enforcement to profit from forfeitures that they may not
be able to under state law.
DPA: At the Forefront of Civil Forfeiture Reform
DPA calls for abolishing civil forfeiture entirely and
supports efforts to substantially reform the practice,
including:
1) requiring a criminal conviction as a prerequisite to
forfeiture;
2) providing a meaningful defense for innocent
owners;
3) requiring appointment of counsel in all forfeitures;
4) imposing a higher standard of proof in civil
forfeiture cases;
5) directing civil forfeiture revenue into the general
fund, or a neutral fund such as one for at-risk
youth or community services;
6) abolishing or restricting equitable sharing
arrangements between state and federal
governments;
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7) limiting the assets seized to property that has a
direct connection to the alleged criminal act;
8) requiring a pretrial hearing to assess the validity
of the seizure;
9) increasing transparency with respect to civil
forfeiture revenue and distributions; and
10) amending sentencing laws to account for civil
asset forfeiture in criminal sentencing.
There is currently major national momentum for
reform. DPA is part of a coalition in New Mexico that
passed a sweeping bill in 2015 that enacted many of
the above suggested reforms, giving the state the
some of the strongest protections against wrongful
seizures in the country. In California, DPA is cosponsoring a bill to reform asset forfeiture practices
and restrict state agencies from benefiting from
equitable sharing arrangements. The bill was
introduced concurrently with a DPA report, Above The
Law, a multi-year, comprehensive look at asset
forfeiture abuses in the state.

government enacted asset forfeiture reforms, with DPA
playing an instrumental role in several of these efforts,
including ballot initiatives in Utah and Oregon that
prevailed by 2-to-1 margins in 2000. Most of the
reforms, however, have been repealed by subsequent
legislation.
DPA also played a leading role in the successful
passage of the Civil Forfeiture Reform Act of 2000 in
the U.S. Congress. However, this did little to stop the
problem – in 2012, the federal government seized
more than $4.7 billion in assets, a more than six-fold
increase since 2001.
DPA is now working with legislators from both sides of
the aisle to pass the Fifth Amendment Integrity
Restoration (FAIR) Act, which was introduced in both
houses of Congress in January 2015. The bill would
eliminate the Department of Justice’s Equitable
Sharing Program and scale back many of the worst
harms of civil forfeiture.
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